Dear Mrs. Kenneth,

In our last letter we told you about the new election that will be held in Sunflower, but since then there are five other places in the county that can also have a new election.

They are Drow, Ruleville, Bodacville, Moorhead, and Inverson, Miss. The way these elections will come about is the same as Sunflower did. Someone will have to file a complaint just like Mrs. Anne Mac King did with the lawyers for Sunflower.

Moorhead, Bodacville, and Ruleville are places which we have a strong feeling that we can win along with Sunflower. Moorhead has already signed a complaint.

The lawyers will go to see Judge Clayton Friday or Saturday, and see then will the election come off for Sunflower also at this time the league will present Moorhead's complaint and we hope we will have the other four cities as stated before.

Sunflower is growing stronger every week and more people are becoming more concerned in asking what they can do to help, also we had our first meeting in Doddsville last week and the people responded better there than everywhere before.

As I told you before we already have the permit to build the center here in Sunflower, we have barely begun to work on the center. We will not have a concrete floor, because we could not get anyone to sell us dirt or concrete for the purpose, so we will have a wooden floor and a tin top. That caused the changes in the top was because we didn't have enough money to do the job with anything else.

We will also have to fix the inside little by little for the same cause.

We kindly thank those of you who have donated what you could for this cause. Our telephone number is 17, and thanks again for the donations.
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Yours with love in Freedom
Otis Brown Jr., Sunflower-County Chairman

Lola L. Woods Vice-chairman

Eddie J. Townsend, Sec. 
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